Imperialism in Africa REVIEW

1) Old Imperialism was when the 3 countries of: __________, __________, & __________ colonized the Americas.

2) They used sail boats & guns, ________________, & _______________ to conquer.

3) New Imperialism occurred in the late 1800s & involved these 2 continents being colonized: ________ & _________

4) The meeting of _______________ & _______________ in ___________ sparked interest in colonizing Africa.

5) _______________ of Belgium became interested in ____________ and claimed this territory making the people slaves to collect ________________.

6) When European countries saw the small country of _______________ claim the large territory of Congo, they all decided they needed to claim colonies quickly before others did. This was known as the ________________ for Africa.

7) European nations did not want to ________________ over Africa, so they met at the Berlin _________________ to decide how to divide up Africa. No ________________ were invited.

8) The countries with the most colonies in Africa were _____________ and ____________

9) France controlled most of ____________ Africa & _______________. Italy controlled ____________ & _______________.

10) The main cause of the New Imperialism was the ________________

11) Another reason Europeans acquired new colonies was to find more ________________ for their factories and new ________________ to sell finished products to.

12) Jared Diamond would say that Europeans having advanced ________________ led them to believe in racism, but really the reason they were more advanced was because of ________________.
13) Social ________________ is the belief that your race is genetically superior to other races.

14) It was the White Man’s ________________ to have to ________________ and bring technology to Africa & Asia.

15) There were also humanitarian reasons why Europeans went to Africa & Asia, which included building ______________ & ________________.

16) Another group of Europeans going to Africa & Asia were ________________. This group of people wanted to ______________ natives, civilize them, and end the slave trade. They did not want to stop ________________.

17) Some positive effects of Colonial Rule were: civil wars ended, ______________ & health improved, hospitals, schools, & roads built, & ________________ increased.

18) Some negative effects were that native people lost their land, ______________, ______________, and many lost their lives.

19) Ethiopia & ______________ were the only countries in Africa to stay independent. The Ethiopian king beat the Italians because he earlier had bought a bunch of guns from Europe.

20) The ______________ killed 75,000 w/ machine guns because the ______________ believed the bullets would turn to water.